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                NEXT MEETING 
 

           Tuesday, February 11 

 

            St. Louis Marriott West 
             660 Maryville Centre Drive 

 

6:00 p.m. Light Buffet 

  Hosted by ZeaVision 
   RSVP by Thursday, Feb. 6 

    

6:30 p.m. Business Meeting 
 

7:00 p.m.  “The Dollars and Sense of 

      Dry Eye” 
    Sean P. Mulqueeny, O.D. 

 One Hour C.E. 

 
    # # # 

 

DRY EYE FOR FEBRUARY 

This course will give a comprehensive 

overview of the diagnosis, management and 

economics of a Dry Eye Center of 
Excellence.  Dr. Sean Mulqueeny will provide 

a  brief explanation of the DEWS Report and 

Delphi Panel recommendations will be 

presented.  Incorporating dry eye into the 

flow of the clinic will also be discussed. 

 
Dr. Mulqueeny is a SLOS member and a past 

president.  ZeaVision will host the light 

buffet. 

   # # #    
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     Speaker, Mr. Jason Porter with his daughter 

 
FROM THE JANUARY MEETING… 

“Understanding Legal Tools:  The Key to 

Lawsuit Prevention and Tax Reduction” 

Mr. Jason Porter 

 Mr. Jason Porter presented the 

continuing education for the January SLOS 
meeting.  Mr. Porter is a chief strategist from 

the lawsuit protection firm, Legally Mine.  

The title of his presentation was “The Key to 

Lawsuit Prevention and Tax Reduction.”   

 Assets do not need to be at-risk in the 

event you are involved in a lawsuit, but you 
must structure your assets so they are 

protected. There are different types of 

assets.  A safe asset is an asset that cannot 

create a lawsuit on its own such as jewelry, 

collectibles, and checking accounts. A high 

risk asset is an asset that can create a 

lawsuit on its own such as your practice, 
home and rental property.  Qualified 

retirement plans are considered to be safe 

assets and used to be 100% protected, 

however due to precedent recently created 

in Ohio, they are no longer guaranteed to be 

protected.  Inside assets are owned by the 
entity being sued and outside assets are 

owned by somebody or something other 

than the entity being sued.  

 All businesses are operated as either a 

sole proprietorship, a partnership, a limited 

liability company (LLC), an S-Corp, or a C-

Corp.  Most new businesses filed in the 
United States are LLCs in which income and 

taxes flow through to the LLC members. An 

LLC protects the assets it owns or holds from 

an outside lawsuit.     Continued next page 
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Understanding Legal Tools cont. 

 A Family Limited Partnership (FLP) is 

designed to protect the assets of the family.  

When an FLP is set up, the general partner 
owns as little as 1% and has total control 

and liability while limited partners own as 

much as 99% and have no control or 

liability.  There is no motivation to sue this 

company because you can only sue the 

general partner who has total control yet 
owns only 1% of the company.   

 The founder of Legally Mine, Mr. Jay 

Mitton, took advantage of this structure and 

started creating FLPs for his clients. Prior to 

this, the general population did not utilize 

FLPs as the IRS had only set up a few FLPs 
for the mega wealthy.  Mr. Mitton created 

the first firm that really focused on taking 

assets and putting them in a structure where 

the only one that could be sued is the 

general partner which only owned 1% of the 

business.   

 When setting up FLPs, Mr. Mitton 
established the general partner as a 

corporation because every corporation has a 

unique identifying number called the 

Employer Identification Number (EIN).  The 

EIN number is the business’ tax identification 

number just as a social security number is 
our personal identification number for the 

IRS and other taxing authorities. Mitton’s 

idea was to create a business with it’s own 

EIN number and take the managing partners 

of that business and make them the limited 

partners.  For example, a husband and wife, 

as limited partners, could each own 49.5% 
under their social security number.  In a 

lawsuit only the business, or general partner, 

could be sued. For this strategy to be legal, a 

business purpose was necessary and the 

purpose Mitten used, and the firm uses still, 

is asset management.  The business also has 
to be funded and is generally funded by safe 

assets.  

 The Trial Attorneys Association had a 

problem with this arrangement because they 

felt it was a method of hiding assets and it 

did not leave enough money available to 
collect on potential judgments to move 

forward with lawsuits.   By 1976, almost all 

of the states had changed their laws to allow 

for a new legal collection tool called the 

“charging order.”   Continued on page 4 



Understanding Legal Tools cont. 

This allowed a judge to force a distribution of 

all cash rather than non-liquid assets such as 

real property or equipment.  This defeated 
the purpose of setting up FLPs because 

businesses cannot run without cash.   

 To maintain the integrity of the FLP, 

the distribution clause was changed in nearly 

all the form articles of incorporation.  These 

distribution clauses govern how cash is 
distributed from the entity.  Most S-Corps or 

LLCs have pro-rata distribution. For 

example, if you own 50% of the entity, at 

the end of the year you would receive 50%  

of the profits in the form of a cash 

distribution.  The preferable way to set up an 
entity, specifically an FLP, would have a 

distribution clause that allows the general 

partner discretion to choose when he 

distributes cash if he choses to distribute 

cash at all.  If a charging order is in place in 

a lawsuit and the general partner distributes 

any cash, the cash would have to be turned 
over to the plaintiff.  Under the new 

distribution clause, the general partner can 

chose not to distribute cash but he can issue 

loans to the limited partners, including 

himself.   

 Another component to asset 
protection is a living trust which has the dual 

advantage of providing protection of your 

assets from probate.  Your will tells a 

probate judge what to do with your children 

and assets.  However, if your assets are held 

in a living trust, you are telling the trustee 

what to do with your assets and gain the 
benefit of avoiding estate taxes.  The vast 

majority of our country faces probate.  

Continued on next page 
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Understanding Legal Tools cont 

Mr. Porter discussed the ideal asset 

protection structure. Your business, ideally 

operated as an S-Corp in his opinion, should 

have approximately three months 
operational cash flow and owns only 

“Goodwill,” or the patients, of your practice.  

Assets should not be kept in the S-Corp. All 

safe assets, such as your 401K, stocks, 

bonds and checking accounts, should be held 

in an FLP.  All high risk assets, such as your 
building, equipment, home and other 

property should be placed in separate LLCs.  

All of these entities should be in a living 

trust.  According to Mr. Porter, this 

arrangement allows for solid protection 

because an attorney will see that there is 
nothing to be gained from suing the business 

itself because it doesn’t own anything other 

than the operational cash flow and patients.  

They will likely try to get to your assets but 

as long as they are in LLCs, they cannot be 

targeted because they did not cause the 
problem behind the lawsuit.  As previously 

discussed, it would not be advantageous to 

sue you personally with this arrangement 

because of the FLP. This asset structure 

removes the motivation to sue.  

 Mr. Porter summarized the following 

rules for asset protection: 
1. Entities such as the LLCs and FLPs must 

be established prior to any lawsuit.   

2. Assets must be categorized as safe or 

high-risk. 

3. All safe assets should be placed in a FLPs. 

4. All high-risk assets should be placed in 

separate entities, such as LLCs.  

5. Ensure that each entity gives any 

distribution power to the general partner, 

not on a pro-rata basis.  

6. Yearly meeting minutes must be 

maintained for S-Corps.         More 
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 Mr. Porter went on to discuss methods 

of tax reduction. S-Corps are simple and also 

give you ability to save on FICA or Social 
Security tax. Social Security tax for sole 

proprietor is 15% on all profit and all salary 

distribution.  However, for a S-Corp salary 

and distributions are viewed differently.  

Only salary is taxed for FICA which has a 

$110,000 max this year.   
 Businesses, whether it be your 

practice or a small business you choose to 

operate “on the side,” can get numerous 

deductions such as internet connection, cell 

phone, or your car lease. If this business is 

producing little to no income, it can be 
dissolved after three years and reopened as 

a new business.   

 Additionally, congress wrote a law that 

allows every citizen in the United States to 

rent their homes for 14 days a year.  As long 

as the rental rate is comparable with a 

similarly decorated hotel in your community, 
you do not have to claim or pay taxes on 

that rental income.  If you are not 

comfortable renting your home to strangers, 

Mr. Porter suggested that you can also rent 

your personal residence to your S-Corp for 

monthly meetings and two semiannual 
meetings for a total of 14 days annually.  

 Shifting income to family members, or 

limited partners, can also reduce your top 

line so you are taxed on less.   
   # # # 
 
 

 
 
    
 

 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 

John C. Galanis, M.D., FACS        Mark R. Barlow 
Roberta J. Crawford, O.D.             Craig H. Sorce, O.D. 

  
    http://www.drgalanis.com 

•  Laser cataract surgery 
•  ReSTOR ® Tecnis Multifocal™ Crystalens® implants 
•  Fellowship trained glaucoma consultation 
•  Wavefront optimized implant lenses 
•  Consultative Optometry 
•  Co-management of your Cataract, LASIK 
     and Multifocal implant patients 
•  Glaucoma consultation, OCT, LTP and  
Surgery for your co-managed glaucoma patients 
 

(314) 633-8575 
7331 Watson Road, St. Louis, MO  63119 

www.drgalanis.com 
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MOA REPORT 
 Dr. Robert Goerss, Trustee 

Thank you to all that attended the 

Legislative Conference in Jefferson City on 

January 12.  The legislative reception was 

very successful and gave everyone an 

opportunity to catch up with their legislators. 
 HB1271-No Cap Fees, will be up for 

committee hearing very soon.  Volunteers 

are needed to testify.  Please contact MOA 

Office to arrange if you would be interested 

in testifying.  We are also trying to update 

key-persons lists.  Please contact Tom 
Cullinane to be sure you are connected with 

your legislative key person.  314 579-1747, 

e-mail: seeingme@sbcglobal.net 

 

Upcoming Events:   

 

Leadership Retreat:  June 6-8- Branson 
Note:  This year the golf outing will be 

replaced  with zip lining! 

 

Annual Convention:  October 2-5 Springfield 

   # # # 

 

 
 

 



 VSP HOSTS BREAKFAST AT “HEART” 

Why Did VSP Global launch Premier? 

 Learn why from DENIS HUMPHREYS, OD - 

optometry director for VSP Vision Care.  During 

breakfast, he'll share how Premier is an innovative 

way to provide high-value experience for VSP 

members and network providers, if you choose to 

participate.  It's designed to bring you MORE - 

MORE patients, MORE revenue, and MORE 

support. 

Meeting Details 

Heart of America Contact Lens and Primary Care 

Congress  -  Sheraton Kansas City Hotel at Crown 

Center 

Saturday, February 15, 2014 

6:45 a.m. - 7:45 a.m 

Hot Breakfast Served During Lecture 

        Hosted by Dr. Frank Fontana O.D. for VSP 

Reserve Your Seats Today     

VSPGlobalEvents@vsp.com 

         # # # 

 

 
 
    

 UPCOMING UMSL GRAND ROUNDS 
Thursday, February 13 and 27 
Thursday, April 17 (including VAMC presenters) 
Thursday, May 1 
      Contact:  juliekhutchinson@gmail.com 
            #  # # 
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CONTACT LENS REPORT          Dan Friderich, O.D. 
The Gas Permeable Lens Institute has introduced an 
entire module on Coding and Billing via the efforts of 
expert GPLI Advisory Committee member Dr. Clarke 
Newman and a special group of subcommittee 
members including Drs. Susan Resnick, Bob Grohe, 
Barry Eiden, Cheri Vincent-Riemer, and Mile Brujic. In 
addition to Dr. Newman's webinar (with a record 250+ 
number of participants), the module includes the 
following: FAQs section with answers to 34 commonly 
asked questions with an emphasis on coding and billing 
for specialty contact lens patients; a section on the ten 
most common errors in coding and billing; 3 sample 
letters of medical necessity; a brochure for third party 
providers on what constitutes medical necessity; a list 
of commonly used codes. 
 
CooperVision Adds -2.25 Cylinder for Avaira Toric 
Lenses 
www.CooperVision.com/contact-lenses/avaira-toric 
After expanding its Avaira toric lens parameters with 
plus powers this summer, CooperVision Inc. is launching 
a -2.25 cylinder power to further broaden the brand's 
range and potential wearer base. This allows potential 
contact lens wearers with more significant astigmatism 
to wear Avaira toric lenses. With this addition, Avaira 
toric lenses are available in sphere powers of -6.00D to 
+6.00D in 0.25 steps; -6.50D to -10.00D in 0.50 steps; 
cylinder powers of -0.75, -1.25, -1.75, and -2.25; and 
axes from 10 degrees to 180 degrees in 10 degree steps. 
 
Doctors at the University of California, Berkeley, are 
opening a new clinic to help combat an alarming rise in 
myopia which they attribute partly to the overuse of 
handheld electronics.              # # # 
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If helping kids with eye care needs is your talent, 
we need you.  Eye Care Charity of Mid-America is 
growing fast.  See our calendar 
at www.eccoma.org  We need a doctor for Fridays 
from 8-4 and on-call. Negotiable hourly rate. Call 
Lora at 636-778-1022 or 314-348-5672. 
 

 
Eye Care Charity of Mid-America served over 
2,100 patients in 2013.  Of these patients, 650 
were served by our Ronald McDonald Care Mobile 
Program. On the Care Mobile, 467 pairs of glasses 
were made and fitted to kids on the spot.  Eye 
Care Charity works with school districts in the 14 
county area around the St. Louis region. As 
awareness of our school program has spread, 
more schools are signing on with us.  Our school 
day program provides service Monday through 
Thursday during school hours and is expanding to 
Fridays to meet the need.  In addition, we are 
developing a program to designed for non-profit 
and religious organizations thus expanding to 
evenings, weekends and enhancing our summer 
schedule .  Our patients are also served through 
our clinic partnerships as well as annual mission 
trips .                       # # # # # 
 

 
 

 

 
 
 
 

 
 

 
                   CALENDAR 

 
Feb. 11 SLOS Meeting 

   “Dry Eye” 

   Sean Mulqueeny, O.D. 

   ZeaVision hosts 
  

Mar. 11 SLOS Meeting 

   “When is Ptosis More Than Ptosis” 

    Phillip Custer, M.D. 

    TLC hosts 
 

Apr. 8  SLOS Meeting 

 

May 13 SLOS Meeting 
 

June 10 SLOS Installation/Awards Banquet 

   Busch Stadium – Redbird Club 

           # # # #  

http://www.eccoma.org/calendar
http://www.barnesretinainstitute.com
http://www.tlcvision.com/

